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Abstract. We consider helical coupling to electromagnetism and present a simple
scenario of evolution of the coupling function leading to a viable inflationary magneto-
genesis without the problem of back-reaction. In this scenario, helical magnetic fields
of strength of order up to 10−7 G, when extrapolated to the current epoch, can be gen-
erated in a narrow spectral band centered at any reasonable wavenumber by adjusting
the model parameters. We discuss implications of this model for baryogenesis, which
impose additional constraints on the strength and correlation length of magnetic field.
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1 Introduction
Magnetic fields permeate our universe on various spatial scales [1]. Spiral galaxies
similar to Milky Way host regular magnetic fields of the order of µG, while distant
galaxies exhibit fields of the order of 100 µG [2, 3]. On cosmological spatial scales,
there exist upper bounds on magnetic fields ranging from 10−9 to 10−7 G (all values
are comoving), based on the analysis of the cosmic microwave background anisotropy,
Big-Bang nucleosynthesis, and small-scale structure formation [4]. What is important
for the present paper is that there is a strong evidence for the presence of magnetic
fields in intergalactic medium, including voids [5–9], with lower bounds B & 10−16 G×
max
{
1,
√
Mpc/λ
}
, where λ is the correlation length of the field. Interestingly, in [10],
it is argued that a primordial magnetic field of the order 10−10 G can significantly
lower the angular momentum barrier to the formation of direct-collapse black holes.
All this makes plausible an idea of cosmological origin of magnetic fields, which are
subsequently amplified in galaxies, probably by the dynamo mechanism (see reviews
[11–16]).
One of the attractive possibilities of generating magnetic fields is by doing this
on the inflationary stage — this naturally solves the problem of their coherence length,
which can be comparable to the size of the large-scale structure. To amplify the
vacuum electromagnetic field, one needs to violate the conformal invariance of the
field equations. As a simple option [17, 18], one considers a modified gauge-invariant
action for the electromagnetic field of the form
Lem = −1
4
I2FµνF
µν − 1
4
fFµνF˜
µν , (1.1)
where
F˜ µν =
1
2
µναβF
αβ (1.2)
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is the Hodge dual of F µν , and I and f are non-trivial functions of time on the stage of
inflation due to their dependence on the background fields such as the inflaton, dilaton
[19] or the metric curvature. The first term in (1.1) is the so-called kinetic coupling;
the function I can be interpreted as describing a time-dependent gauge coupling. The
second, parity-violating term, is the helical coupling. Numerous versions of this model
have been under consideration in the literature (see [15, 16] for recent reviews).
Scenarios based on the kinetic coupling to electromagnetism meet with the is-
sues of back-reaction and strong gauge coupling [20–22]. Essentially, if one assumes
the function I to be monotonically decreasing with time, then it is electric field that is
predominantly amplified, causing the problem of back-reaction on inflation and making
it difficult to generate magnetic fields of plausible values. If the function I is monoton-
ically increasing, then magnetic field is amplified predominantly, but here one has to
deal with strong coupling since the effective gauge coupling evolves as eeff ∝ I−1 and is
quite large at the early stages of evolution [20]. Whether this strong-coupling problem
is serious remains debatable since all computations done in [18] and in subsequent pa-
pers are semi-classical, not fully quantum-mechanical, and a fully quantum-mechanical
formalism does not yet exist.
One might try to get around these problems altogether by assuming non-monotonic
behavior of the coupling I, which initially increases from unity to large values and
eventually returns back to unity [23–25]. However, the requirement of a successful
magnetogenesis in such scenarios places rather stringent constraints on inflation, in
particular, demanding unusually low reheating temperatures. The general difficulty
with scenarios of this kind is the evolution law of magnetic field B ∝ I/a2 (with a
being the scale factor) on the super-Hubble spatial scales. As I decreases from large
values back to unity, the gain in the magnetic field obtained during its preceding growth
is lost [22].
Several authors considered the model where couplings of both kind are present in
(1.1), evolving in a coherent manner [25, 26] or by different laws [27]. Such scenarios
also typically require sufficiently low scale of inflation for their realization while pro-
ducing magnetic fields of moderate magnitudes (e.g., of the order of 10−16 G on Mpc
scale for the inflationary energy scale of the order of 100 TeV in the model of [26]).
In this paper, we consider model (1.1) with the standard kinetic term (I ≡ 1)
and with a non-trivial helical-coupling function f . Contrary to the case of kinetic
coupling, the absolute value of f is of no big significance (since the second term in
(1.1) with constant f is topological), which greatly broadens the scope of its possible
evolution — the strong-coupling issue does not arise in this model. Several typical laws
of evolution of f were studied in the literature. Evolution in the form f ∝ (log a)p
during inflation (arising in the case of linear dependence f(ϕ) ∝ ϕ on the inflaton
ϕ) generically leads to maximally helical magnetic fields with blue power spectrum
[28–30]. Then the constraints stemming from the considerations of back-reaction and
the observational bounds on inter-galactic magnetic fields allow for too little power on
the comoving scales of galaxies, clusters and voids to account for the magnetic fields
in these objects [15]. Evolution in the form of power law f ∝ ap with p > 0 [31] also
results in negligible amplification of magnetic field (we show this in the next section).
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Scenarios with f ∝ ap, p < 0, appear to have escaped close attention. In this
paper, we partially fill this gap. We present a simple model of this sort, with f ∝ a−1
during some time interval and constant outside this interval, allowing for successful
magnetogenesis without the problem of back-reaction. By adjusting the two free pa-
rameters of this model (the duration of the evolution period and the change ∆f during
this period), helical magnetic fields of strength of order up to 10−7 G at the current
epoch can be generated in a narrow spectral band that can be centered at any reason-
able wavenumber.
Helical (hyper)magnetic fields source the baryon number in the hot universe [32,
33], opening up an interesting possibility of baryogenesis [34–39]. The requirement of
not exceeding the observed baryon number density imposes constraints on the strength
and correlation length of maximally helical magnetic field. We briefly discuss them in
this paper.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we revisit the model in
which the helical coupling grows as a positive power of the scale factor and show its
failure in producing primordial magnetic fields of appreciable values. In Sec. 3, we
present our model of magnetogenesis and derive the magnitude and spectrum of the
generated electromagnetic fields as functions of its free parameters. In Sec. 4, we
estimate the effect of back-reaction of the electromagnetic energy-density on inflation.
In Sec. 5, we provide a specific realization of our model for the simplest inflation based
on a massive scalar field and study the effect of back-reaction of the electromagnetic
field on the inflaton dynamics. In Sec. 6, we discuss the implications of our model for
baryogenesis. In Sec. 7, we summarize or results.
2 Power-law growth of the coupling
In this paper, we consider the model with the Lagrangian1
Lem = −1
4
FµνF
µν − 1
4
fFµνF˜
µν , (2.1)
for electromagnetic field, in which f is a function of time through its dependence on
the background fields (such as the inflaton ϕ and/or the metric curvature).
We work with a spatially flat metric in conformal coordinates,
ds2 = a2(η)
(
dη2 − δijdxidxj
)
, (2.2)
with η being the conformal time. Adopting the longitudinal gauge A0 = 0, ∂
iAi = 0,
for the vector potential, from (2.1) one obtains the equation satisfied by the transverse
field variable Ai:
A′′i −∇2Ai + f ′ijk∂jAk = 0 , (2.3)
where ijk is the spatial Kronecker alternating tensor with 123 = 1, and the prime
denotes the derivative with respect to the conformal time η.
1Throughout the paper, we are using units in which c = ~ = 1.
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In the spatial Fourier representation, and in the constant (in space and time)
normalized helicity basis {ehi (k)}, h = ±1, such that ik × eh = hkeh, we have Ai =∑
hAhehi eikx. Then equation (2.3), for the helicity components Ah, implies
A′′h +
(
k2 + hkf ′
)Ah = 0 . (2.4)
The spectral densities of quantum fluctuations of magnetic and electric field are char-
acterized, respectively, by the standard relations
PB = dρB
d ln k
=
k4
8pi2a4
∑
h
|Ah(η, k)|2 , (2.5)
PE = dρE
d ln k
=
k4
8pi2a4
∑
h
∣∣∣∣A′h(η, k)k
∣∣∣∣2 , (2.6)
in which the amplitude of the vector potential is normalized so that Ah(η) ∼ e−ikη as
η → −∞. The factor in front of the sums in (2.5) and (2.6) is the spectral density of
vacuum fluctuations in flat space-time in each mode at the physical wavenumber k/a.
Let the function f evolve by power law during inflation [31]:
f(a) = f0
(
a
af
)p
, p 6= 0 , (2.7)
where the index ‘f’ denotes the end of inflation. After the end of inflation, one can
assume f to quickly evolve to a constant value close to f0.
2
During the quasi-exponential inflation (to which we restrict ourselves in this pa-
per), the scale factor as a function of conformal time can be approximated as
a(η) = − 1
Hη
, η < 0 , (2.8)
where H is the slowly varying Hubble parameter. Treating H as constant (i.e., con-
sidering the de Sitter approximation), we can write equation (2.4) as
A′′h +
[
k2 + hk
pf0
|ηf |
(
ηf
η
)p+1]
Ah = 0 . (2.9)
A change of variable η in this equation,
x =
η
ηf
' af
a
, (2.10)
puts it in the form
A′′h +
(
k2η2f +
hpf0|kηf |
xp+1
)
Ah = 0 , (2.11)
2Of course such an evolution of f is supposed to be caused by its the dependence on the inflaton
or other background fields. For instance, in the case of inflation based on a massive scalar inflaton ϕ,
one can assume f ∝ e−pϕ2/M2P , where MP = (2piG)−1/2 is a conveniently reduced Planck mass; see
Eq. (5.4) in Sec. 5.
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where the prime now denotes the derivative with respect to x, which evolves from large
values to unity during inflation.
For x sufficiently large, so that the first term in the brackets of (2.11) dominates,
the normalized solution describing negative-frequency modes is given by
Ah = e−ikη = e−ikηfx , x x0 =
∣∣∣∣pf0kηf
∣∣∣∣1/(p+1) . (2.12)
It is useful at this point to estimate the typical values of |kηf |. We have the
following chain of relations:
|kηf | ' k
afHf
=
k
a0Hf
· a0
af
' kMP
a0g
1/2
r T 2r
· g
1/3
r Tr
T0
=
kMP
a0g
1/6
r TrT0
. (2.13)
Here, MP = (2piG)
−1/2 = 4.8 × 1018 GeV is a conveniently reduced Planck mass, Tr
is the reheating temperature, T0 = 2.34 × 10−4 eV is the current temperature of the
cosmic microwave background, and gr is the number of relativistic degrees of freedom in
equilibrium after reheating. In this estimate, we assumed reheating to proceed rapidly,
so that the Hubble parameter Hf at the end of inflation is roughly equal to that after
reheating.
If we are interested in characteristic wavenumbers of the order of k/a0 ' Mpc−1
(the corresponding spatial scale λ = 2pia0/k ∼ 10 Mpc), then, for typical reheating
temperatures Tr ∼ 10−4MP and gr ∼ 103, we obtain |kηf | ∼ 10−22 ≪ 1. Thus, for not
too small values of |pf0|, we have x0  1.
The case of p = 1
The case of p = 1 in (2.7) was advocated in [31]. In this case, equation (2.11) has the
exact solution in terms of the Hankel function of first kind,
Ah = e ipi4 (ν+1)
√
pi|kηf |x
2
H
(1)
ν/2 (|kηf |x) = e
ipi
4
(ν+1)
√
−pikη
2
H
(1)
ν/2(−kη) , (2.14)
where
ν =
√
1 + 4b , b = hf0kηf , (2.15)
which has correct asymptotics and normalization (2.12) as x → ∞. For the spectral
density of electric field (2.6), we need to calculate its time derivative:
A′h
k
= e
ipi
4
(ν+1)
[
ν − 1
2
√
− pi
2kη
H
(1)
ν/2(−kη)−
√
−pikη
2
H
(1)
ν/2−1(−kη)
]
. (2.16)
The asymptotics of (2.14) and (2.16) for |kη|  1 and for real ν > 0 are, respec-
tively,
Ah ≈ e ipi4 (ν−1) Γ(ν/2)√
pi
(
−kη
2
)(1−ν)/2
, (2.17)
A′h
k
≈ ν − 1
2
e
ipi
4
(ν−1) Γ(ν/2)√
pi
(
−kη
2
)−(1+ν)/2
. (2.18)
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From (2.5) and (2.6), we see that, in the long-wavelength regime, in each helicity,
PE
PB =
(
ν − 1
kη
)2
. (2.19)
Since |kηf | . 10−22 for typical scales of interest, the energy density on such scales at the
end of inflation would be extremely strongly dominated by electric field, causing the
back-reaction problem, unless ν is very close to unity. This last condition, |1− ν|  1,
will be satisfied if |f0| is not too large, specifically, if |4b| = |4f0kηf |  1. In this case,
we will have
PB = k
4
8pi2a4
∑
h
(
−kη
2
)1−ν
≈ k
4
8pi2a4
∑
h
(
−kη
2
)2b
, (2.20)
PE
PB =
(
ν − 1
kη
)2
≈
(
2b
kη
)2
=
(
2f0ηf
η
)2
. (2.21)
Since |b| = |f0kηf |  1, on the spatial scales of interest at the end of inflation (η = ηf),
we will have
PB ≈ k
4
8pi2a4
∑
h
[
1 + 2hf0|kηf | ln |kηf |+ (2f0kηf)2 ln |kηf |
]
=
k4
4pi2a4
[
1 + (2f0kηf)
2 ln |kηf |
]
, (2.22)
negligibly different from the spectrum of vacuum fluctuations (the first term in the last
line of this expression).
In the model considered in [31], the quantity f0 in (2.7) was set to a scale-
dependent expression f0 ∝ k−p, making then b and ν scale-independent constants.
This is inconsistent because k is the wavenumber of the mode of electromagnetic field,
while f0 characterizes the evolution of spatially homogeneous coupling f(η). Thus,
for p = 1, the quantity f0 ∝ k−1 diverges as k → 0, producing the artificial infrared
divergence in the electric spectral density if |b| > 2 (in the correct setting f0 = const,
from (2.15) we have b ∝ k, and infrared divergence is absent). On the spatial scales of
interest, the quantity f0 was chosen in [31] as large as to make 0.1 . |b| . 2. In this
case, one produces predominantly electric field, as we have just seen.
The case of p = 3
To study this case, consider equation (2.11) at x  x0, with the first term in the
brackets neglected. We have
A′′h −
b
x4
Ah = 0 , x x0 , b = 3hf0kηf . (2.23)
Its general solution is
Ah = x
(
C1e
√
b/x + C2e
−√b/x
)
, (2.24)
1
k
dAh
dη
=
1
|kηf |
[
C1e
√
b/x
(√
b
x
− 1
)
− C2e−
√
b/x
(√
b
x
+ 1
)]
, (2.25)
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where C1 and C2 are integration constants. The gluing point, in view of (2.12), is
located at
x0 =
∣∣∣∣3f0kηf
∣∣∣∣1/4  1 . (2.26)
Matching solutions (2.12) and (2.24) at this point, we obtain
C1 =
e−
√
b/x0+i
√
|b|/x0
2
√
b
(
1 +
√
b
x0
− i
√|b|
x0
)
, (2.27)
C2 =
e
√
b/x0+i
√
|b|/x0
2
√
b
(
−1 +
√
b
x0
+ i
√|b|
x0
)
, (2.28)
where we have taken into account that |kηf |x0 =
√|b|/x0.
Again, assuming that b is large and positive, for x x0, we have
Ah ' C1xe
√
b/x ,
1
k
dAh
dη
' 1|kηf |C1e
√
b/x
(√
b
x
− 1
)
, (2.29)
so that, during inflation,
PE
PB '
(√
b− x
kηfx2
)2
' 1044 (2.30)
for k/a0 ' Mpc−1. Again we observe that this evolution predominantly produces
electric field.
On the other hand, if |b|  1, we have
C1 ≈ 1
2
√
b
1−(√b
x0
− i
√|b|
x0
)2 ≈ 1
2
√
b
, (2.31)
C2 ≈ − 1
2
√
b
1−(√b
x0
+ i
√|b|
x0
)2 ≈ − 1
2
√
b
, (2.32)
and
Ah(ηf) = C1e
√
b + C2e
−√b ≈ 1 , (2.33)
A′h(ηf)
k
≈ 1
kηf
(
C1e
√
b + C2e
−√b
)
≈ 1
kηf
, (2.34)
without amplification of magnetic field but with a strong amplification of electric field.
The case of general p > 0 in (2.7) can be analyzed in a similar way, but the above
two examples are sufficient to show that it is problematic to amplify magnetic fields
with evolution of the coupling in the form of positive power of the scale factor.
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3 A viable scenario
The general mechanism of amplification of electromagnetic field in the present model
is that, for sufficiently low values of k, the term hkf ′ in the brackets of equation (2.4)
dominates over k2, and, for the helicity for which this term has negative sign, one
expects a regular growth of the corresponding mode. In particular, this growth is
exponential provided f ′ = const.3 In this case, we have f ∝ η ∝ a−1, so that now
we deal with the evolution of the coupling in the form of negative power of the scale
factor.
Basing on this observation, let us consider the scenario in which f as a function
of conformal time evolves as follows:
f(η) = f1 = const , η ≤ η1 , (3.1)
f ′(η) = const , η1 < η < η2 , (3.2)
f(η) = f2 = const , η ≥ η2 . (3.3)
In particular, the moment of time η2 may mark the end of inflation. The initially
negative-frequency modes of the electromagnetic field evolve as
Ah =

e−ikη , η ≤ η1 , (3.4)
ake
−ikshη + bkeikshη , η1 < η < η2 , (3.5)
αke
−ikη + βkeikη , η ≥ η2 , (3.6)
where
sh =
√
1 + hf ′/k . (3.7)
For |f ′|/k > 1, the mode for one of the helicities in (3.5) will be hyperbolic, hence,
exponentially amplified.
By gluing the solutions at η = η1 and η = η2, we find the constants, respectively,
in (3.5) and (3.6):
ak =
sh + 1
2sh
eikη1(sh−1) , bk =
sh − 1
2sh
e−ikη1(sh+1) , (3.8)
αk = e
ik∆η
[
cos (ksh∆η)− i (s
2
h + 1)
2sh
sin (ksh∆η)
]
, (3.9)
βk =
i (s2h − 1)
2sh
e−ik(η1+η2) sin (ksh∆η) , (3.10)
where ∆η = η2 − η1.
After this evolution of the coupling, the mean occupation number of photons in
a given mode is nk = |βk|2. Let us introduce the characteristic comoving wavenumber
km =
1
2
|f ′| , (3.11)
3Evolution with constant f ′ was under investigation in [40] in the context of magnetogenesis in
the hot universe, with negative conclusion as regards its efficiency essentially because of the high
conductivity of cosmic plasma.
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and denote εh = sign (hf
′) = sign (h∆f). Then, sh =
√
1 + 2εhkm/k. Also take into
account that ∆η = ∆f/f ′, where ∆f = f2 − f1. Then, depending on the values of εh
and k, we obtain the following expressions for the mean occupation numbers:
nk =
(km/k)
2
1 + 2εhkm/k
sin2
(
∆f
k
2km
√
1 + 2εhkm/k
)
, 1 +
2εhkm
k
> 0 , (3.12)
nk =
(km/k)
2
2km/k − 1 sinh
2
(
∆f
k
2km
√
2km/k − 1
)
, 1 +
2εhkm
k
< 0 , (3.13)
Note that the mean occupation numbers are functions only of ∆f and the ratio k/km.
Spectrum (3.13) for the helicity with εh = −1 is most interesting because it is
exponentially peaked at the comoving wavenumber k = km if |∆f |  1. At this peak,
we have
nm = sinh
2 ∆f
2
. (3.14)
At the same time, as k → 2km or k → 0, we have nk → (∆f)2/4 for both helicities.
Spectrum (3.13) is plotted on a logarithmic scale in Fig. 1 for |∆f | = 200.
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
k/km
20
40
60
80
log10 nk
Figure 1. Spectrum (3.13) on a logarithmic scale for |∆f | = 200.
The spectral densities (2.5) and (2.6) of fluctuations can be presented in the form
PB/E = k
4
4pi2a4
∑
h
[
1
2
+ nk (1∓ ζk)
]
. (3.15)
In the region 0 < k < 2km, for the helicity with εh = −1, we have
ζk =
(
1− k
km
)
cos ξ − k
km
(
2km
k
− 1
)1/2
coth
(
∆f
k
2km
√
2km/k − 1
)
sin ξ , (3.16)
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where ξ = 2k (η − η2). At η = η2, or if k (η − η2)  1, neglecting the vacuum contri-
bution, we then obtain
PB = kmk
3
4pi2a4
1
2km/k − 1 sinh
2
[
∆f
√
k
2km
(
1− k
2km
)]
, (3.17)
PE = kmk
3
4pi2a4
sinh2
[
∆f
√
k
2km
(
1− k
2km
)]
. (3.18)
By making the Gaussian approximation to the spectra in this region, we can write
PB ' PE ≈ k
4
me
|∆f |
4pi2a4
e−|∆f |(k−km)
2/2k2m , 0 < k < 2km . (3.19)
We observe that the spectral densities are peaked at the central value k = km with
width ∆k = km/
√|∆f |  km. The plots of these spectral densities, normalized to
the vacuum value k4m/4pi
2a4 of the spectral density on the scale km, would be indistin-
guishable from that of Fig. 1. Thus, electric and magnetic fields are generated in this
scenario with similar spectra in the spectral region of amplification.
Using approximation (3.19), one can estimate the total electromagnetic energy
density:
ρem ' k
4
m
4pi2a4
√
pi
2|∆f |e
|∆f | . (3.20)
From this expression, we have an estimate for magnetic field:
B ' k
2
m
2pia2|∆f |1/4 e
|∆f |/2 . (3.21)
Expressions (3.17)–(3.21) contain two free parameters of the theory, km = |f ′|/2
and ∆f , which can easily be adjusted to produce magnetic fields of desirable strength
with spectral density centered at the wavenumber km. (The bounds coming from the
considerations of back-reaction on the inflationary dynamics will be derived in the next
two sections.) For instance, in order to obtain B0 ' 10−15 G with spectrum peaked
on the comoving scale km/a0 ' Mpc−1 at the current epoch,4 we require |∆f | ' 200.
Then |∆f | = |f ′|∆η = 2km∆η = 200, hence km∆η ' 100, i.e., evolution in f(η)
should start no later than about ln (km∆η/kmηf) = ln 10
24 ' 55 e-foldings prior to
the end of inflation. The dependence of |∆f | on the magnitude B0 is quite weak
(logarithmic); thus, for B0 in the range 10
−30−10−7 G on the same scale, one requires
|∆f | ' 131−238.
The ultraviolet oscillating ‘tail’ in spectrum (3.12) will be effectively exponen-
tially cut without affecting the low-frequency part if we smooth-out the abrupt change
in the derivative of f(η) at η = η1 and η = η2, assuming that this process takes
4For simplicity, assuming the law B ∝ a−2 during all the time after generation, we neglect the
possible chiral and turbulence effects [33, 41–52] that may modify the evolution of magnetic field. The
generated electric field will be washed-out by the plasma conductivity soon after reheating.
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some time interval δη  ∆η ≡ η2 − η1. (For the case of kinetic coupling in (1.1),
this effect was nicely demonstrated in [53]). Then the cut-off wavenumber kc ' 1/δη
and, according to (3.12), the contribution from the ‘tail’ to the electromagnetic en-
ergy density is ρtail ∼ k2mk2c/a4. This contribution is negligible compared to (3.20) if
k2c  k2m|∆f |−1/2e|∆f |. Since km = |f ′|/2 = |∆f |/2∆η, this condition translates into
δη/∆η  |∆f |−3/4e−|∆f |/2 ∼ 10−45 for our typical value |∆f | = 200.
4 Back-reaction on inflation
Note that the second term in (2.1) has identically vanishing contribution to the stress-
energy tensor (provided f does not depend on the metric curvature, which is assumed to
be the case). Hence, all electromagnetic energy density stems from the first, canonical,
term in (2.1).
Suppose that the evolution of f is completed N e-foldings prior to the end of
inflation (i.e., af/a2 = e
N). Let Bf be the magnetic field by the end of inflation; then,
since B ∝ a−2 after generation, the magnetic field right after generation (at η = η2) is
B2 = Bfe
2N . Note that, in our scenario, the electromagnetic field reaches its maximum
strength at the end of exponential amplification, i.e., by η = η2.
Expressed through the extrapolated value B0 of magnetic field at the current
epoch, we have
Bf = B0
(
a0
af
)2
= B0
(gr
2
)2/3(Tr
T0
)2
, (4.1)
where, we remind the reader, Tr is the reheating temperature, T0 is the current temper-
ature of the cosmic microwave background, and gr is the number of relativistic degrees
of freedom in equilibrium after reheating. The energy density of electromagnetic field
at the end of the period of its generation is
ρ(2)em ' B22 = B2f e4N ' B20
(gr
2
)4/3(Tr
T0
)4
e4N . (4.2)
This quantity should be smaller than the energy density of the universe during infla-
tion, which, with the assumption of instantaneous reheating, is estimated as ρinf '
pi2grT
4
r /30. This gives a back-reaction constraint
B0  g−1/6r e−2NT 20 ∼ 10−6g−1/6r e−2N G . (4.3)
Thus, it is possible to produce rather strong primordial magnetic fields with negligible
back-reaction on inflation in this model if they are generated close to the end of inflation
(i.e., ifN is not too large). In the next section, we consider back-reaction on the inflaton
dynamics in a typical inflationary model.
5 Back-reaction on the inflaton
To realize the suggested evolution of f(η), in the approximation of almost constant H,
we must assume
f(η) = const.− f
′
aH
, η1 < η < η2 . (5.1)
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Then
∆f =
f ′
a1H
− f
′
a2H
≈ f
′
a1H
(5.2)
if a1  a2. In this case, f ′ = a1H∆f , and
f(η) = const.− a1∆f
a
, η1 < η < η2 . (5.3)
In a particular model of inflation, we will have a relation a = a(ϕ) during the slow-
roll regime. Equation (5.3) then gives the necessary behavior of the coupling f as
a function of ϕ in the specified time interval. After that, one should ensure that f
becomes constant outside this time interval.
Consider a simple example of a massive inflaton with potential V (ϕ) = m2ϕ2/2.
In this case,
a(ϕ) ≈ afe−(ϕ2−ϕ2f )/M2P , (5.4)
where, at the end of inflation, we have ϕ2f ≈ M2P/3. Then an appropriate expression
for f(ϕ) is given by
f(ϕ) = −∆fe(ϕ2−ϕ21)/M2P , ϕ2 < ϕ < ϕ1 , (5.5)
where ϕ1 = ϕ(η1) and ϕ2 = ϕ(η2). After inflation, the inflaton field ϕ quickly relaxes
to zero in the process of reheating, so that f quickly becomes constant. It is convenient
then to associate η2 with the end of inflation. To make the function f constant also
for η < η1, i.e., for ϕ > ϕ1, we can modify (5.5) and suggest, for all values of ϕ,
f(ϕ) = −∆f e
(ϕ2−ϕ21)/M2P
e(ϕ
2−ϕ21)/M2P + 1
= − ∆f
1 + e(ϕ
2
1−ϕ2)/M2P
. (5.6)
As the exponent e(ϕ
2−ϕ21)/M2P evolves from large values at ϕ > ϕ1 to small values at
ϕ < ϕ1, function (5.6) evolves from a constant to the approximate behavior (5.5). To
make the transition at ϕ = ϕ1 even sharper, we can set
f(ϕ) = − ∆f[
1 + en(ϕ
2
1−ϕ2)/M2P
]1/n (5.7)
with n 1.
The parameter ϕ1 can be expressed through km and ∆f . Thus, from the estimates
at the end of Sec. 3, we know that setting the scale km/a0 ∼ Mpc−1 requires the
evolution of f to start about 55 e-foldings prior to the end of inflation. Hence, in this
case, we would require (ϕ21 − ϕ2f ) /M2P ≈ 55, or ϕ1 ≈ 7MP.
The relative effect of back-reaction on the inflaton dynamics is estimated from
Lagrangian (2.1) and using (5.5) as (here, the primes denote the derivatives with
respect to ϕ)∣∣∣∣∆V ′(ϕ)V ′(ϕ)
∣∣∣∣ = |f ′(ϕ)|4V ′(ϕ) ∣∣∣〈FµνF˜ µν〉∣∣∣ ' |f ′(ϕ)|8V ′(ϕ)ρem ' |∆f |4M2Pm2 e(ϕ2−ϕ21)/M2Pρinf ρemρinf
' |∆f |ϕ
2
8M2P
e(ϕ
2−ϕ21)/M2P ρem
ρinf
. |∆f |ϕ
2
f
8M2P
ρem
ρinf
=
|∆f |
24
ρem
ρinf
. (5.8)
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This is much smaller than unity if ρem/ρinf  24/|∆f | ∼ 10−1 for our case |∆f | = 200,
weakly strengthening our previous constraint (4.3) by a factor of one-third.
6 Implications for baryogenesis
Staying in frames of the standard model of electroweak interactions, one can describe
the post-inflationary evolution of the generated fields as follows. During inflation, it
is electromagnetic field which is generated because large quantum fluctuations of the
Higgs field φ ∼ H on super-Hubble spatial scales break the electroweak symmetry,
leaving only the proton massless.5 After reheating, the electroweak symmetry is re-
stored, and only the weak-hypercharge part of the magnetic field survives on large
spatial scales, making the field hypermagnetic. This field evolves till the electroweak
crossover at lower temperatures, during which it is gradually transformed to the usual
magnetic field that survives until the present epoch [54, 55].
One of the most interesting effects of the evolution of helical hypermagnetic fields
is generation of baryon number in the early hot universe [32, 33]. This opens up an
intriguing possibility of explaining the observed baryon asymmetry (ηb = nb/s ∼ 10−10,
where nb is the baryon number density, and s is the entropy density in the late-
time universe) [34–39]. At the same time, this would rule out helical hypermagnetic
fields that could overproduce this number. According to the most elaborate recent
calculations [38], the resulting baryon asymmetry, when expressed through the present
strength B0 and correlation length λ0 of (originally maximally helical) magnetic field,
turns out to be
ηb ∼ 10−(9–12) λ0
Mpc
(
B0
10−21 G
)2
. (6.1)
The uncertainty of about three orders of magnitude in this result is caused by the
theoretical uncertainty in the dynamics of electroweak crossover in lattice simulations
and analytical calculations. Nevertheless, one can see that the present model of mag-
netogenesis can also support baryogenesis. On the other hand, as follows from (6.1), to
avoid overproduction of the baryon number, a model of magnetogenesis should respect
a constraint on the current strength and correlation length of magnetic field, provided
it was originally maximally helical and existed prior to the electroweak crossover:
B0 . 10−21
(
Mpc
λ0
)1/2
G . (6.2)
With λ0 ∼ a0/km, this constrains the possible values of B0 and km in the present
scenario.6
5Unless interactions of the Higgs scalar with the metric curvature or inflaton generate large Higgs
mass mφ & H, preserving the electroweak symmetry during inflation. In this case, one should consider
generation of the weak-hypercharge gauge field.
6Note that the physical quantity on the right-hand side of (6.1) evolves adiabatically, λB2 ∝ a−3,
even with the effects of turbulence and inverse cascade taken into account [38], so that its adiabatic
extrapolation to the past is legitimate.
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Constraint (6.2) can probably be circumvented in frames of model (2.1) by con-
sidering a non-monotonic evolution of f which, after a period of time, reverses the
sign of f ′, thereby starting to amplify the mode with the opposite helicity. The total
magnetic helicity density ρh is given by
ρh =
1
a3
ijk 〈Ai∂jAk〉 = 1
2pi2a3
∫
k2dk
∑
h
h |Ah(η, k)|2
=
1
4pi2a3
∫
kdk
∑
h
h
[|βk|2 + < (αkβ∗ke−2ikη)] , (6.3)
where we have used expression (3.6) for the modes after inflationary amplification.
One can observe that reduction of the total helicity would require the mean occupation
numbers |βk|2 at the end of evolution of f to be (almost) the same for the two helicities
in the spectral region of amplification,7 and the differences of the integrals of the second
term in (6.3) over the spectrum to be small. Realization of such peculiar scenarios of
non-monotonic evolution of f does not look impossible but would probably require
considerable fine-tuning.
Generating the baryon number, hypermagnetic fields also create baryon number
inhomogeneities [32, 33] that can affect the cosmic microwave background and pri-
mordial nucleosynthesis. This may introduce additional constraints on the magnetic
field in the present model. The problem of the relation between the power spectrum
of baryon number inhomogeneities and the spectral density of helical hypermagnetic
field is generic for the baryogenesis scenario under consideration and requires special
investigation.
7 Summary
In this paper, we proposed a simple viable model of inflationary magnetogenesis based
on the helical coupling in Lagrangian (2.1). In our case, the coupling f evolves linearly
with the conformal time η, interpolating between two constant values in the past and
in the future (see ansatz (3.1)–(3.3)). Contrary to the case of kinetic coupling, the
absolute value of f does not have any significance (since the second term in (2.1) with
constant f is topological), so that the strong-coupling problem does not arise in this
model. The duration of the transition ∆η and the corresponding change ∆f are the
two parameters of the model that can be adjusted to produce magnetic field of any
strength in a narrow spectral band centered at any reasonable comoving wavenumber
km = |f ′|/2 = |∆f |/2∆η— see our formulas (3.17)–(3.21) for the spectral density and
strength of the field. Constraint on the magnitude of the magnetic field comes from
the considerations of back-reaction on the inflationary dynamics and, in the simple
inflation based on a massive scalar field, allows for production of magnetic fields with
extrapolated current values up to B0 ∼ 10−7 G. The dependence (3.21) of |∆f | on B0
7This condition is realized, e.g., if the two subsequent periods of evolution have the same duration
∆η with constant derivatives f ′ differing only by sign.
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is quite weak (logarithmic): for B0 in the range 10
−30−10−7 G with spectrum peaked
on the comoving scale km/a0 ' Mpc−1, one requires |∆f | ' 131−238.
In our scenario, the generated electromagnetic field is close to maximally helical,
with the magnetic and electric fields having the same magnitude and spectral densities.
The electromagnetic spectrum is exponentially peaked around the comoving wavenum-
ber km = |f ′|/2 with narrow width ∆k = km/|∆f |  km (see (3.19)). It is reasonable
to think that evolution of the helical coupling in which f ′ slowly varies in time will pro-
duce electromagnetic field with spectrum in broader range of wavenumbers, spanned
by the values of |f ′|/2.
Soon after post-inflationary reheating, the electric field is washed-out by plasma
conductivity, and the magnetic field, being maximally helical, may exhibit non-trivial
subsequent evolution due to chiral and turbulence effects [33, 41–52] that may modify
its power spectrum. Primordial helical hypermagnetic fields may also be responsible for
generating baryon asymmetry of the universe [34–39]. This imposes a post-inflationary
constraint (6.2) on the admissible values of B0 and km in our simple scenario of mono-
tonic evolution of f . This constraint can probably be circumvented by assuming more
complicated (non-monotonic) evolution of the coupling f producing magnetic fields of
sufficient strength but with conveniently limited helicity. Other constraints on models
of this type may arise from the considerations of the created baryon number inho-
mogeneities [32, 33] that can affect the cosmic microwave background and primordial
nucleosynthesis. This problem, specific to the discussed baryogenesis scenario, requires
special investigation. Another important issue that awaits for future analysis in the
present scenario is the Schwinger effect of creation of charged particle-antiparticle pairs
during magnetogenesis [24, 56, 57].
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